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93
The February 2004 issue of the prestigious Japanese literary journal Shincho (#f 
ifel)1 presented a special section focusing on literary exchanges between Taiwan and 
Japan.2 As one of the leading literary journals, boasting one hundred years of institu­
tional history and famous for its New Writer Award (Shinjinsho which has
often identified the next big new writer, Shincho raised the profile of Taiwanese litera­
ture in Japan. This unusual event gave the Japanese general reader a rare glimpse into 
a cultural domain that is seldom represented in 仕le mass media or 1:he Japanese collec- 
tive consciousness. Beginning in the 1980s, Japanese popular culture made inroads
1 S h /h c /^(新潮)，together with 叩 a/cu/ca/’（文學界)， and 群像)，is one of
the representative literary journals for (<pure，! literature. A breakdown of its readership indicates that 
almost 70  per cent are men and 30 per cent female with 6〇 pe「 cent of them white collar workers 
older than 50 years of age, For a detailed analysis, see < http://wwwj-magazine.or.jp/FtPP/FIPPJ/E/ 
Adata/a_sinch_sinch,pdf>.
2 The dialogue \Aas a recorded conversation between Ogawa and Li at an earlier 'International Symposium on 
Contemporary Taiwanese Literature^ held at the University of Tokyo on 8 November 2003. See 
Shincho 100: 2 (February 2004); 1 53-88.
into other parts of Asia， exerting a significant impact on local cultures. From fashion 
and pop music to manga. (Japanese comics) and anime (Japanese animations), Japanese 
popular culture has become part of a transnational Pan-Asian phenomenon.3 Recently， 
Japanese popular culture has expanded at an increasing rate and has even penetrated 
the Euro-American cultural sphere, which used to constitute the dominant influence 
on Japanese culture itself. Taiwan， relative to its size, is one of the biggest markets for 
Japanese pop culture; every vogue and craze in fashion, music, animation, and lifestyle 
is quickly adopted by young Taiwanese consumera In terms of popular culture, Tai­
wanese youth share a certain global simultaneity (synchronicity) with their counter­
parts in Tokyo, sharing a temporal space and vocabtilary. However, the configuration 
of power in the transaction and consumption of culture is by no means a symmetrical 
one. While many of the older generation Taiwanese are knowledgeable about Japan 
from the colonial past， and many of the younger generation are also well versed in 
Japanese culture through the neocolonial economic condition and cultural globalization, 
one cannot say the same about Japan s knowledge of its ex-colony. This asymmetrical 
cultural flow is most noticeable in the field of literature. In Taiwan, many contemporary 
Japanese writers such as Murakami Haruki (村 上 春 樹 ，1949— >， Murakami Ryu (村上 
龍 ， 1952 — )， Yoshimoto Banana (吉本爸娜娜 ， 1964 — )， and Yu Miri (柳 美 里 ， 
1968 — ) have all been translated into Chinese and are very poptJar among young readers On 
the other hand, far fewer Taiwanese works have been translated into Japanese and I 
believe almost no Japanese can name a Taiwanese writer casually.4 Therein lies the sig- 
nificance of the Shincho special issue: it provides the opportunity for a mass audience 
to become acquainted with the works of Taiwanese writers. This imbalance of cul­
3 For Japanese popular culture in Asia, see Leo Ching,“ Imagings in the Empires of the Sun: Japanese 
Mass Culture in Asia," Contemporary Japan and Popular Culture, ed. John Whittier Treat (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 1 996) 1 69-94; I wabuchi Koichi, Recentering Globalization: Popular Culture 
and Japanese 7ransnat/ona//sm (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002).
4 ShimomuraSaku|「6 ( 下村作次郎）identifies Huang Chunming ( 黃春明) ’s “ Sayona「a Z a i|a n ”(莎 
喲娜啦•再見[ “ Farewell, Goodbye” , 1 979; Japanese translation, 1 994 ])as the first Taiwanese work 
to be translated into Japanese in the postwar era Shimomura listed twenty translated titles from 1979 to 
1 993, and points out that most of the works deal with serious historical and political subject matter 
in contrast to what have been translated from Japanese, which not only is greater in volume but also 
includes a Wder variety of genres such as popular novels mysteries and detective novels etc See Shimomura,
<(Cong fanyi wenxue du Taiwan----- xiandai wenxue” （從翻譯文學讀臺灣-------現代文學[ “ Reading Taiwan
from Translation------ Modem Literature”  ]), T a /_  (臺灣讀本[ 7 " i _  Hand)〇o/c])， eds Kasahara
Masaharu etaJ. (Taipei: Qianwsi chubansha, 1 997); 223-35.
tural and informational exchange mirrors the old colonial configuration in that knowl­
edge tended to flow in one direction, not bilaterally. Moreover, this tendency was exac­
erbated by the disparate postwar and postcolonial responses of each culture to their 
recent history. The history between Taiwan and Japan inevitably becomes entangled 
in a modernism that was mediated by colonialism. During its half century of imperial 
expansion (1895—1945), Japan produced no counterpart either to the Commonwealth 
literature that was the cultural legacy of the British Empire or the Francophone litera­
ture of the French colonial era. The reasons are many. One factor was the sudden 
collapse of the Japanese empire and the rapid pace of the subsequent decolonization 
experienced by Japanese colonies. Unlike British or French culture, which, after decades 
of decolonization, still holds considerable cultural and linguistic influence over their 
ex-colonies, the legacy of Japanese colonial expansion evaporated rather quickly. The 
lack of a visible colonial legacy was also related to the postwar shift to English as the 
dominant global language. Many of the areas occupied by the Japanese were home to 
ancient civilizations in their own right (i.e. China, Taiwan, Korea, etc.). Decolonization 
in those places entailed not only a transfer of political power but also a rigorous purg­
ing of the language of the former colonial overlord. These nationalist impulses (though 
manifested in various guises and diverse movements) not only sought to dispose of 
the shared language of the empire (i.e. Japanese) but also severely attacked any re­
sidual historical or cultural memories, so that anyone who sought to maintain linguis­
tic or cultural ties to the old regime was risking his or her own career, family, and life. 
In Taiwan, the political purge typically took the form of a persecution of intellectuals 
who either were left-leaning socialist activists or advocates of unification with com- 
munist China. The most well-known purge was the “white terror” that culminated in the 
February 28 incident in 1947 and extended into the 1950s. The purging of the cultural 
residue of colonialism proceeded in the subsequent years through multifaceted cam­
paigns and news laws, methods both overt and subtle that resulted in the monolingual 
supremacy of Mandarin Chinese over Japanese and the native Minnanhua.5 *There were 
exceptions to the rule, to be sure. For example, the Japanese style 31 syllable poem
5 For a detailed discussion of the linguistic policy and the formation of nativist cultural identity during
the immediate postwar period, see Huang 丫ing-zhe (黃英哲)，7"a/Wan wenxueyany/oza/_reben (臺灣 
文學研究在日本[Japanese Sfud/eso/7 /_/〖erafu「e ]) ,  trans, TuCuihua (涂翠花）（Taipe i:
Qianwei chubanshe, 1994).
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In Taiwan， the political purge typically took the form of a persecution of intellectuals 
who either were left-leaning socialist activists or advocates of unification with com­
munist China. The most well-known ptirge was the Wwhite ta ro rM that culminated in the 
February 28 incident in 1947 and extended into the 1950s. The purging of the cultural 
residue of colonialism proceeded in the subsequent years through multifaceted cam- 
paigns and news laws, methods both overt and subtle that resulted in the monolingual 
supremacy of Mandarin Chinese over Japanese and the native Minnanhua.5 There were 
exceptions to the rule, to be sure. For example, the Japanese style 31 syllable poem
5 For a detailed discussion of the linguistic policy and the formation of nativist cultural identity during 
the immediate postwar period， see Huang Ying-zhe (黃英哲） ， 'TaAvaD M/eoweya^//’oz3/’ reben (臺灣 
文學研究在日本[ Japanese Stud丨’es o f Taiwanese Uterature ]) ,  trans. Tu Cu 丨 hua (涂翠花）（Taipd: 
Qianwei chubanshe, 1994).
known as waica (和歌 ) or fanica (短歌 ) and its shorter cousin， the 17 syllable haiicu (徘 
句） never lost their appeal and composition in these genres saw a resurgence in the late 
1960s with the Taipei Poetry Circle (Taipei icacfan or Taipei 供 fan 臺北歌壇 ) led by the 
physician poet Gupeng Wanli (孤蓬萬里 ） as the most active group of this poetic 
movement. There were also writers who continued to write in Japanese, such as Huang 
Lingzhi f f  ^ ) .  The Nativist literary movement (xiangtuwenxue yundong
that began in the late 70s can also be seen as a counter narrative to the hege­
mony of the dominant official literature by mixing local language into their writing. 
Since the late 1980s, the conditions for the study of colonial literature in Taiwan in 
both Taiwan and Japan have changed dramatically. In Taiwan, the democratization 
movement, Li Denghui open advocacy of a Taiwan identity, and the even­
tual shift of political power to the nativist Democratic Progressive Party (Minjindang 
民進黨 )， has led to an unprecedented liberalization of Taiwanese society, resulting in 
true intellectual freedom- Once taboo subjects such as the re-evaluation of the colonial 
period and the white terror era are no longer forbidden， and a park commemorates the 
February 28 Incident, which once could not be mentioned in public.6 In Japan, with the 
death of the Showa Emperor in 1989, the nation has seemed more open (despite the 
ardent resistance of some conservative factions) to openly discussing its own colonial 
past. The first systematic studies of colonial literature in Taiwan were Osaki Hotsuki 
(尾崎秀樹 )’s The Trauma of Modem litera ture  (1963; 1991)7 and A Study of liters- 
ture o f the Ex-colonies (1971 )8. The publication of collections of writings about and 
from colonial Taiwan by Ryokuin shobo (.#: and the extensive reprints of colo­
nial literature by Yumani shobo ( ^  i  for the first time made these texts avail­
able to the public.9 Since the mid-90s, the study of Japanese colonial literature in Tai- 
wan has seen an unprecedented surge of interest, both in Taiwan and in Japan, result-
6 National Cheng Kung University (Tainan) founded the first graduate program in Taiwanese titerary 
studies in 1989. Since then, many other universities have followed suit establishing their own 
institutions studying Taiwanese culture, history and literature as a separate entity from Chinese studies 
The trend expanding nativist studies has continued with the opening of the National Taiwanese 
Literature Museum in 2003, confirming the state policy on the status of Taiwanese literary studies,
7 Ozak’、 Hotsuki Kindai’ Bungaku no shdkon: kyUshokuminchi bungaku ron ( 近代文學(D 傷痕 [The 
Trauma o f Modern Literature]) (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1 991).
8 Ozaki， Kydshokum 丨nchi bungaku no kenkyO ( 舊殖民地文學(D 研究 [A Study o f Literature o f the Ex-
co/onies]) (Tokyo; Kinso shobo, 1 971),
ing in various publications on the subject.10 The bulk of the studies focuses on the
9 Ryokuin published two collections, one for the colonial writers, the other native writers, edited by 
他1<彐)1713丁0511丨0 ( 中島利郎）3门〇11<3^^113「3 |5 3 0 (河原功）丨11 1 9 9 8 :/ \ /仍0 /1吻汝/7"3/_1/1^加叩3/〇7 
/V//?on/n sa/c/casa/:u/?/ns/)u(日本統治期臺灣文學：日本人作家作品集[ ra/Vuanese/jYerafurePur/ng 
the Rule o f  Japan: Collection o f the Works by Japanese Writers]), 6 vols. ( Tokyo: Ryokuin shobq 
1 9 9 8 ) ;勵 on fo/7c/ ra /_ n  bi；nga/o/ 7"a/vvan/n sa/c/ca ( 日本統治期臺灣文學：臺灣人作
家f f m  集 [Taiwanese Literature During the Rule o f Japan: Collection o f the Works by Taiwanese 
Writers}), 6 vols. (Tokyo: Ryokuin shobo, 1 998). These collections reflect a conscious effort on the 
part of the editors to make available a sampling of representative works by major writers of that 
period, with full bibliography and useful commentarial essays. Yumani's reprint^ in an extensive 
series called A//?ion S/io/ozm/nc/?/ 加叩a/cu se/_ser?s/it7(日本殖民地文學精選集[5e/ectedl4/〇r/cs o f 
Japanese Colonial Literature]) (2000) is aimed at improving accessibility to old texts with less 
annotation and minimal biographical and bibliographicaMnformation.
1 〇 For research published in monographs in Japan see Tarximi Chie (垂水千惠)，Taiwan no Nihongo 
加/明如（臺灣CD日本語文學[7"a/而nese /_/terafure /’n Japanese]) ( Tokyo: GoryQ shoten，1995); /?〇
Kakujaku kenkyu------ 1943 nen made no bunseki o chljshin tosh丨’te ( S 赫若研究-------1 943 年圭T!(D
分析在中心t  レT [ / \ 5/i/dyo/?LiiHe/ua. On 乃/sPre-f 943 diss， Ochanomizu University 2002;
- Fuji Sh5z5(藤井省三)， /cono/iya/cunen(臺灣文學匸0 百年 [/"a/wanese/j'teratu厂e o f 
扔e P a ^ C a ^ r}^ )  (Tokyo: Tohoshoten, 1 998): Shimomura, 5如 7"a/關 （文學T!読 臺  
灣 [fteadng 7*a/_n 7??roug/i/_/terafure]) (Tokyo: Tabata shoten, 1 994); Shimomuraetal., eds> Vbm/gae厂 
炉/〇■/( ^ ^ '力(龙§ 臺灣文學[/"3/_?&56/_/你3此6 /?洲_吧6/| ) ( 丁〇1^0:丁〇110 51'1(^ 卻，1995); 
Kawahara， Taiwan shinbungaku undo no tenkai[臺灣新文學運動(D展葡[The Development o f the 
Taiwanese New Literary Movement]) (Tokyo: Genbun shuppan, 1997); Huang, Taiwan wenxue yanjo zai 
厂eben (臺灣文學研究在日本[ Japanese SfucZ/es o f Ta/_nese L/_te「afure]) ‘ For books published in Taiwan, 
see Xu Junya(許俊雅)，ff/^s/i/q/ /"a/_n;</aos/)L/oyan/u ( 日據時期臺灣小説研究[ A o f  7"a/i_ese 
F/cf/’on During 的e 如 anese Cb/on/a/Pe厂/_〇4 )  (Taipei: Wenshizhe chubanshe 1995); Lin Ruirrihg (林瑞
呢) ， Taiwan wenxue yu shidai jngsh^i: Lai He yanju /tvn/ ( 臺灣文學與時代精神------賴和研究論集
[ Taiwanese Literature and the Spirit o f the Times: Studies on Lai He]) (Taipei: Yunchen wenhuachubanshe,
1 9 93 ):“ Kessenki Taiwan no sakka to komin bungaku: kumonsuru tamashi n o「ekitei” (決戰期臺灣(0作
家上皇民作家------苦悶言 § 魂(1)歷程’1 “ Taiwanese Authors During the Final Period of the War and Imperial
Subject Literature: The Experiences of the Suffering Soul” ] )，trans. Matsunaga Masayoshi ( 松永正義）， 
K/nda//V//7〇n t o (近代日本t 殖民地[Moctem Japan andCo/on/es]), vol. 6 (Tokyo: Iwanami 
shoten, 1993): 235-61; 7"a/__ vven;<ue cte //s/?/ /caocha(臺灣文學的歷史考察[A  H/stor/ca/ Sfudy of 
7"a/_wanese /_/’te r_ re ]) ( Taipei: Yunchen wenhua, 1996); 7"a/wan weruue c/e 5enfu 训ancha (臺灣文學 
的本土觀察[A/Vaf/Vst Wew o f 「a/_neseL/ferafure]) (Taipei: Yunchen wenhua， 1 996);“ Saodong de
linghun: juezhan shiqi de Taiwan zuojia yu huangmin wenxue”(騷動的靈魂------決戰時期的臺灣作家
與皇民女學[ “ The Disturbed Spirit: Taiwanese Authors During the Final Period of the War and Imperial 
S ubpdU t& aH e)) ja iwanshi lunwen jng xuan{M M $M '^M M [5e lected  Works o f Essays on Taiwanese 
H/sfory])， 2 vols. (Taipei: Yushanshe， 1 996) 2: 203-31; Chen Fangming ( 陳芳明），Zuoy/’ 7"a/贈 
Zh/m /M  z/?/sWfenz/ de c to n g  o ioz/ie ( 左翼臺灣：殖民地知識分子的抵抗與挫折[ The Leffet 
Taiwan: The Resistance and Frustration o f Colonial Intellectuals]) (Taipei: Shibao wenhuachubanshe； 1 995); 
Houzhimin Ta丨觀n wenxuesNIun jq丨 zhoubian l 後殖民臺灣文i 1 史論及其周邊 l A Critical History o f Post- 
colonial Taiwanese Literature and its Periphery\) (Taipei: Maitian chuban, 2002). Publications in English 
on this subject include Leo Chlng, Becoming Japanese" Colonial Taiwan and The Politics o f Identity 
Formaf/on (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2 00 1); Faye Yuan Kleeman, Under an Imperial 
Sun: Japanese Colonial Literature o f Taiwan and the South ( Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press 2003).
activity of male writers, emphasizing nativist writers such as Yang Kui (楊 逵 ，1905 
— 85)， Zhang Wenhuan (張文環，1909 — 78)， and Lii Heruo (呂赫若，1914 — 50) 
as well as colonial writers such as N ishikawaM itsuru(西川?’高 ，1955— ) and Hamada 
Hayao (浜•田隼雄，1909 — 73).11
Studies of the interaction of Taiwanese and Japanese literature during this pe­
riod have also focused almost exclusively on the male domain. Japanese colonial writ­
ers such as Nishikawa Mitsuru, whose ethnographic and romanticist work on colonial 
Taiwan established the colonial discourse on this first colony, have been republished 
and researched in some depth.12 There also have been numerous recent studies of Tai­
wanese diaspora writers such as Yang Kui, Zhang Wenhuan, and Lii Heruo, their expe- 
riences studying in Japan， their identity crises， and their involvement in the Japanese 
Proletarian movement.13 Studies of Japanese expatriate writers in Taiwan have often 
centered on the literary coteries surrounding the journals Literary Taiwan (Bungei 
Taiwan 文藝臺灣）and Taiwan lite ra tu re  (Taiwan Wenxue 臺灣文學）which were 
largely dominated by male writers.14 Although there were female writers, both Tai­
wanese and Japanese, writing during th is period, they were largely ignored by the 
scholars of the colonial literature. Through an examination of the writings of women 
writers of the period, I hope to disrupt the continuing androcentric discourse on colo­
nialism and delineate a women s imperial history as reflected in their narration of their 
own storiea In the following section I will examine three Japanese female authors, 
Hayashi Frnniko (林 芙 美 子 ，1903—51)， Masugi Shizue (真彩靜枝，1901 —55) and
11 Japanese colonial literature of course is not limited to Taiwan. The genre includes the literary production 
of multiple sites including Manchuria, China, Korea, and Southeast Asia Due to the scope of this paper,[ 
will focus only on Taiwan.
1 2 See Kleeman, Under an Imperial Sun: Japanese Colonial Literature o f Taiwan and the South.
13 See Tarumi, Ro Kakupku kenkyu------1943 nen made no bunseki o chusHin toshite [ 呂赫若研究-------
1 943 年圭TCD分析在中心i ： L /T  [ / IS W y o d b H e r ty a ，O?
1 4 The standard evaluation of the two groups in literary histories often juxtaposes the twa with Bungei 
Taiwan as the journal for romantic writers from the colonial privileged class while Taiwan Literature was the 
source for literature for the native, resistant voices, Upon closer examination, it is evident that these 
groups overlapped in terms of both ethnic and class composition, Simplistic binary categorizations 
cannot capture the complex relationship between the two groups in membership, literary preference, 
stylistic tendency nor can they explain the rivalry. Recently in researching the reading patterns of 
consumers and the condition of the publishing market in the 1940s' Taiwan, Fuji Shozo has concluded 
that the rivalry resulted partly from competition for market share. See Fujii, Taiwanbungaku kono 
hyakunen (臺灣文學乙(D 召每 [Taiwanese Literature o f the Past Century]).
Sakaguchi Reiko (坂口权、、子 ， 1914 — ), focusing on their writings on Taiwan and 
the other southern colonies. They came from very different backgrounds, but all three 
traversed the straits separating Taiwan and Japan in their pursuit of personal fulfill­
ment and modernity.
In this article, I will examine the issue of cultural transactions between Japan 
and Taiwan both in the colonial and contemporary eras. Whereas most studies of the 
colonial period focused on masculine discourse (i.e. military history, economic policy, 
official documents, male-centered cultural institutions, etc.), my current study focuses 
on the female experience of the (post) coloniality. Through a closer investigation of 
gender and imperialism, the article seeks to uncover and understand the participation 
of Japanese women writer in imperial contexts and colonial locationa In particular, I 
would first explore the intersection of colonialism, modernism, body, and the female 
writing subjectivity in rarely discussed female colonial writers such as Hayashi Fumiko,15 
Masugi Shizue and Sakaguchi Reiko, whose lives were intricately linked to the colony 
and the metropole through their bold acts of boundary crossing. It is through the lenses 
of gender, colonialism, and transnational mobilizations that I hope to present a new 
view of the gendered colonial experience.
II Women Who Crossed the Boundary: Modernism and Colonial Interaction 
in Modem Japanese Literature
Modernity is defined relatively, in accordance with the particular historical, social, 
and cultural context. Japanese modernity is no exception to the rule. Whereas in most 
cultures the line demarcating modern and pre-modern is vague at best, Japan, at least 
in its official history, identifies the year 1868, when the Tokugawa bakufu returned 
political power to the Imperial court and the Imperial lineage was “restored” in the now 
well-known political transition referred to as Meiji Restoration (Meiji ishin 明治維新)， 
as the beginning of the modern era. The ensuing years saw Japan as a nation direct its
1 5 Hayashi Fumiko is one of the most thoroughly studied Japanese women writers, but discussion has 
mainly focused on the issue of gender and has rarely placed her works particular those written during 
the war when she served as an embedded writer at the battle front, in a political and colonial context. 
This article attempts to read one of her novels written in the immediate postwar era and focuses 
solely on the issue of colonialism and modernity
full energy to increasing its industrial capacity, strengthening its military might, re­
forming its civil and social institutions, and modernizing the nation-state on the model 
of the Western colonial powers. Gradually it was able to establish itself as a colonial 
power, but not before testing its new strength in wars with its neighbors. The process 
began with the Sino-Japanese war of 1895, through which Japan acquired its first colony, 
Taiwan， followed a decade later by the Russo-Japanese War (1904—05), which marked 
the first defeat of a colonial power by an Asian natioa These two short, successful 
wars were followed by a more protracted war with China (1937 — 45), and developed 
into the Pacific War with the United States (1941 — 45) which brought about in turn 
the demise of the Japanese Empire.
In a sense, the colonial enterprise that modern Japan had taken on was a direct 
extension and result of its modernization procesa This politicized, utilitarian approach 
defines Japanese modernity. With its first territorial excursion outside of Japan proper 
inevitably tangled up with colonial expansionism, the two governing principles of the 
Japanese nation-state, modernity and colonialism, were inextricably intertwined with 
each other. It is this modernity within the colonial context that I will explore through 
the writings of Hayashi Fumiko, Masugi Shizue, and Sakaguchi Reiko. As shown in 
Takenaka Nobuko (竹中信子)’s extensive study of the lives of Japanese female expa- 
triates in colonial Taiwan, the early wave of colonists, including colonial administrators, 
police officers, public school teachers, settler farmers, entrepreneurs and adventurers 
seeking fortune and excitement in the colony, was predominately male. They occupied 
a prominent public space and represented an extension of the metropole. A second, 
shadowy class of expatriate existed as well, consisting of working women, mainly 
geisha, prostitutes, house maids, nurses, and factory workers, who provided services 
to the elite male colonial community. It was not until the 1920s, halfway through the 
colonial occupation, that a visible number of women seeking new opportunities and 
new employment came to the colonies as teachers and white collar office workers.16 
For these 仕iree women writers, the colonial enterprise established by Japan became
1 6 Takenaka Nobuko, S/io/cum/nc/?/ no A///7〇n _/bse/ se//cateus/?/ (殖民地臺灣(D 日本女性生活史 
[ 7?}e L/’fe H/_story o f H/omen />? Co/o响 / ), voL 1 : Meijihen ( 明治篇[ Meiji Period ] ) ;  vol. 2:
TaishDhen ( 大正篇[ Taish6 Period ] ); voL 3 & 4: Sh5wahen ( 昭和篇[ Sh石wa Period] ) ( Tokyo : 
Tabata shoten, 1 995),
their vehicle to liberation as a female subject. The pace and access to modernity, free­
dom of movement, opportunities for education and a career, cross-cultural mobility, 
adventures in remote foreign lands, and romances beyond the traditionally defined 
social norm all could be realized through the sudden opening up of the empire. In other 
words, the access of these women we will discuss below to modernity inescapably was 
mediated through colonialism. Although Hayashi Fumiko does not write specifically 
about the colony Taiwan, her eroticizing of the ideal “South” transforms the socio­
political colonial condition into a bodily experience. Masugi Shizue, literally and 
literarily, bridged the geographical gap between the colony and the metropole with her 
own body. Sakaguchi Reiko, writing within the confines of the so-called “Imperial 
Subject Literature”(icon^n bungaicu 皇民文學 )， demonstrated how the female body 
and maternity can be employed to advance the colonial ideology. These women, dem­
onstrated through their literature how female participation in the Japanese colonial 
endeavor took a different shape from the masculine form of militarism, politics and 
policy making and presented a more private, personal aspect of the engagement with 
imperialism. Though Hayashi Fumiko s novel does not deal directly with the colony 
Taiwan per se, her treatment of the Southern mode of colonization of Japan and its 
manifestations of gender, desire, and modernity is extensive and thorough and can 
serve as a blueprint for reading against the less well-known writers Masugi and 
Sakaguchi.
1 Colonial Modernity and (Fe)male Libido in Hayashi Fvuniko^ Drifting Clouds
One of the best literary representations in modern Japanese literature of women's 
participation in the Japanese colonialism is Hayashi Fumiko s novel Drifting Clouds 
(Ukigumo 1949), an epic exploration of life at the end of the empire and during 
the immediate postwar American occupation of Japan that is characteristic of her 
“dark period,” when military defeat had tempered even HayashiJs indefatigable 
optimism. As the daughter of a humble itinerant peddler, Hayashi Fumiko experi­
enced privation and want through her early years. Her first novel, Diary o f a Vagabond 
(Horoki 1928), detailing those hardships, won her instant acclaim and remains
her signature work. Over the next two decades, Hayashi Fumiko established herself as
one of the most prominent Japanese female writers, writing often of the downtrodden 
on the fringes of society but always with an optimism and faith in individual effort 
that put her at odds with the proletarian writers. Once she achieved fame and started 
to receive requests for reports from the popular media, she traveled incessantly and 
saw many parts of East Asia as well as Europe.17
C/ouds is a massive work, but for the purpose of this discussion, I will 
focus on the first part of the novel, set in Indochina, and its implications for colonialism. 
The empire depicted in Drifting Clouds is quite different from that portrayed in works 
by the male authors. Although it is a novel about the “loss” of the empire, the colony 
where the female protagonist, Yukiko, once lived and worked haunts her until her death. 
It is also a novel about the intertwining interests of the individual and the state that 
shows us the relationship between human sexuality and colonial libida Mizuta Noriko (
W ^  calls Drifting Clouds Hayashi s “most important work” and a “masterpiece of 
postwar fiction” 18 while Susanna Fessler proclaims it “her best w ork” 19
The novel focuses on the female protagonist Yukiko, a rather plain and common 
girl, who leaves her provincial hometown after high school to come to Tokyo. In Tokyo, 
she had worked a menial job, barely surviving financially while enduring the unwanted 
sexual advances of a male relative. When an opportunity arises for her to take a posi­
tion in Indochina (modern Vietnam), which Japan has just seized from the French, she 
jumps at the chance for a new life and quickly abandons her dull job and dead-end
1 7 Hayashi traveled to Taiwan in 1 930, China in 1 931, Europe in 1 931 -32, ysited Manchuria and China 
in 1936, was sentto  Nanjing as a specia丨 correspondentfor 沩/nbun ( 每日新聞[Da/’/y
W h  1 937, was sent to Shanghai and to k o u  as part o f the Pen Brigades in 1 938, visited 
Manchuria and Korea in 1940, went to Manchuria again in 1941, and followed the Army to French 
Indochina and Singapore as a special correspondent in 1 942-43, See Susanna Fessler, Wandering 
Heart The Work and Method o f Hayashi Fumiko (Nbany, State University of New York Press, 1 998); 
^ N e n p u '^ IS  ["Chronological B ibliography"]) in Hayashi Fumiko's Ukigumo, Nihon nobungaku  
( 日本CD文學 [Japanese L/_ferafure])，vol. 47 (Tokyo: Chl^k^ronsha, 1 964): 497-503.
18 See Mizuta Noriko (水田宗子) ， “  In Search of a Lost Paradise: The Wandering Woman in Hayashi 
Fumiko's Drifting C louds,The Woman's H and: Gender and Theory in Japanese Womens Writing, 
ed. Paul Gordon Schalow and Janet A, Walker (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1 996) 329. Also 
see Mizuta,“ Horo su「u onna no ikyo e no yume to tenraku: Hayash丨 Fumiko Wc/gumo” ( 放浪守§女
CD異 鄉 夢 ct 轉落-------林芙美子《浮雲》 [ “  Dreams and Downfall of a Wandering Woman in
Strange Land: Hayashi Fumko's Drifting C louds，], Feminizumu hihyo e no shotai ( 7 1  ^
評久①招待）[如 /nw'faf/on fo Fem/’n/sf Cr/f/c/sm], ed  Iwabuchi Hiroko (岩淵廣子） et al. (Tokyo: 
Gakugei shorin, 1 995) 303-30.
1 9 See Fessler, Wandering Heart: The Work and Method o f Hayashi Fumiko 42.
affair without any hesitation. While the more beautiful and outgoing girls are sent to 
big cities such as Saigon, where they can enjoy the bustling city life away from the 
watchful eyes of the military authorities back home, Yukiko is dispatched to a remote 
mountain area in the north to assist a forest research team stationed in Dalat， a hill 
station built by the French. Dalat could not be more different from gloomy, crowded, 
suffocating Japan. Located in the northern highlands, the town looks to Yukiko like a 
'm irage in the sky.M 20 The Japanese Forestry Office where Yukiko worked as a secre­
tarial clerk is headquartered in a villa built by the French, surrounded by the forest, 
with a tennis court and a well-groomed garden, silhouetted against the impressive 
Lang Bian Mountains in the background, facing a lake. It is here that Yukiko is trans­
formed into a woman of raw energy, a femme fatale, flirting with one man while at- 
tracted to another， establishing a triangular relationship that will alter all their lives* 
At first she is envious of her more attractive colleagues, who have been sent to Hanoi 
and enjoy all the amenities of big city life, but in the colonial outpost of Dalat women 
are rare and Japanese women in particularly short supply, so Yukiko enjoys the extra 
attention and soon settles into a comfortable plantation lifestyle. Her life is materially 
bountiful (compared to what it has been in Japan) and she is pampered by her attentive 
Vietnamese maid. The colony provides Yukiko with a radically different life from what 
she has known; the wage earner enduring unwanted sexual advances becomes a 
liberated, independent, modern working woman.
The liberating atmosphere in the colony brings out a feminine strength and pas­
sion that Yukiko never knew she had in her. The colonial space she attained by leaving 
the bleak metropolitan city (Tokyo) for a privileged, westernized colonial life casts a 
dizzying spell on Yukiko. The power of the empire extends and enhances her indi­
vidual sexual potency; for the first time Yukiko assumes control of her own sexual 
subjectivity and is no longer a passive plaything as she used to be when she was still in 
Japan. With mundane, quotidian life suspended, beyond the reach of family left be­
hind in Japan, and distant from the battlefront, she is fooled into an illusion of love, 
pursuing and seducing a married man named Tomioka, who in turn enjoys the illusion 
of conquest, wresting Yukiko from the grip of his colleague, an eligible bachelor Kano. 
The false tranquility of the paradisiacal setting, the luxurious lifestyle, the distant yet 20
20 Hayashi, Ukigumo 251.
urgent call of the war itself, and their temporary isolation from other social bonds, 
quickly draw Yukiko and Tomioka together.
The colony depicted in this novel is rather more complex than Taiwan or Korea. 
Though being part of Asia and subsumed under Japan s concept of the South, Viet- 
nam had already been 仕ansformed by French colonial rule， thus making the locale 
Eastern in ethnicity and tradition, with an overlapping layer of Western, specifically 
French, colonial culture. Consequently, the colonial ambivalence is much more compli­
cated than the customary binary relationship of colonizer and colonized. One sees this 
phenomenon also in the literature on colonial cities such as Harbin (in Manchuria) and 
Shanghai where the conflicting national interests of the Japanese, the natives, and 
other Western powers form a tense triangle. AVhexi Japanese subjectivity, which sought 
a dominant position over the natives, encountered a pre-existing dominant discourse 
from the West, it inevitably became disoriented by its own ambiguous positionality. 
The tangled yet more self-reflective stance that resulted in such colonies stimulated 
postwar discussion, leading to the popularity of stories like Drifting Clouds at a time 
when there was almost no treatment of former colonies such as Taiwan and Korea.
The delicate balance among Western colonizer, Japanese colonizer and native is 
demonstrated through a rather melodramatic configuration of desire and conquest 
Young women like Yukiko, in some respects, were similar to the comfort women who 
were conscripted to serve the sexual needs of Japanese soldiers on the front line; they 
were not compelled to offer sexual favors， but both types of women were sent to the 
war to fulfill their assigned gender roles, whether clerical or sexual. As Yukiko herself 
remarks, there is very little to do because most of the office work is performed quite 
efficiently by a woman named Mari of mixed French-Japanese heritage while the do­
mestic labor of cooking and washing is the responsibility of a Vietnamese maid named 
Niu. Marveling at how Mari can effortlessly perform a variety of tasks, including typing, 
playing piano, and speaking fluently in English, French and Vietnamese, Yukiko is 
envious:
Mari was, it seems, about twenty-four or twenty-five, but she looked older, 
perhaps because she wore glasses. The story is that she came from a nice, decent 
£unily. On her lanky, antelope-like legs she always wore navy blue socks and 
white shoes. Her waistline was slim  and the silhouette from behind was beautiful.
Her short, lightly permed golden hair hung to her shoulders, making a tonent o f 
wa\ies. Someone like Yukiko, who did not possess any special talents, felt miserable, 
racially inferior, \^ienever she heard Mari playing piano, Mari was fluent in  E i^lish, 
French and Vietnamese. She was so com petent at her job. There were tim es when 
Yukiko thought that there really was no need to bring som eone as incom petent as 
herself all the way to this remote Indochinese highland.21
This seems at first sight to be an offhand, descriptive passage introducing the 
character Mari, but in fact it is all about Yukiko herself. Not long after this, Yukiko gets 
into an argument with her co-worker Tomioka at the dinner table when he challenges 
her claim to have been born in Tokyo (she was in fact from Shizuoka) and guesses her 
age at twenty-four, rather than twenty-two. Yukiko is so upset and embarrassed that 
she storms out of the dining hall. Her reaction is explained in part by the idea that her 
youth was her only advantage over the intelligent, talented and well-bred Mari. To 
have this stripped away by Tomioka, the man of her affections, was an especially cruel 
blow. YukikoJs other admirer, Kano, pursues and catches up with her in the garden, 
where he makes an advance.
Although Kano consoles her, Yukiko is resolute in her pursuit of Tomioka, goaded 
by resentment, pride and, most of all, a desire to sexually conquer him. Yukiko feels 
vulnerable and inadequate in relation to Mari, who is oblivious to this resentment and 
uninterested in the married Tomioka, but she is not at all threatened by Niu, who has 
enjoyed a long-term affair with Tomioka and will eventually bear his child. Consider 
the following passage, describing Yukiko^ impression of Niu when they first meet, 
while Niu serves Yukiko dinner:
W hen Yukiko put her hands on the well-starched w hite tablecloth, she felt 
that her yellow  hands look  dirtier than even the V ietnam ese maid^s* Petals o f  
bougainvillea flowers floated in  the glass fingerb ow l.. .  The m aid looked like 
she was in  her thirties, but she had pretty eyes. Her forehead was bare, she wore 
sm all green jade earrii^s, and she spread powder oyer her flat, colorless face.22
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21 Ibid, 256,
22 Ibid, 252.
Compared to Yukiko's subjective and rather judgmental observation of Mari, her 
appraisal of Niu is more objective and she feels less threatened by her in this game of 
love and desire. The initial distress at her working class hands (dirtier than the maid s) 
is soon dissipated by her realization that the maid is old(er) and has a typically 
“oriental” face. Yukiko is confident that she has sized up Niu in one glance. Hayashi 
Fumiko is remarkably deft in translating the complexity of abstract epistemes of race 
and class into a concrete, genderized situation. Her writerly eyes see through the veiled 
female rivalry instantly and enable her to plumb the depths of the unconscious of her 
characters. Yukiko's studied assessments of these two women, Mari and Niu, mirror 
the positions Japan had assumed in the globalized world since the dawn of its modernity: 
the West is an imagined construct that is seductive and threatening a t the same time, 
while the East is a known entity requiring no scrutiny beyond its wflatM surface. 
Certainly, for Yukiko there is a tacit assumption (incorrect, perhaps) that she herself, 
as an Asian woman, knows what lies behind that flat face. The hasty dismissal of Niu 
makes Yukiko concenb*ate all her sexual competitiveness on Mari， to be like Mari and 
to be better than Mari*106
Ultimately Yukiko emerges triumphant in the competition for Tomiokas affections. 
Yukiko physically reminds Tomioka of his wife, Kuniko, and 'm ost of all, Tomioka s 
heart was resonant with an odd discovery: that they understood the nuances of words 
when they spoke to each other. The casual familiarity of life and words only click 
between men and women of the same race; and here is one right here, Koda Yukiko, 
who confirmed that (for Tomioka).” 23 We see this choice foreshadowed in their first 
kiss, while on an outing in the jungle:
Tom ioka pulled Yukiko^s face away from his chest, gazing vacantly at her 
lips. He felt grateful for this wom an o f the same race, w ith whom  he could 
com unicate fully. H e discovered som ething that was totally difFerent from the kiss 
he had w ith N iu the night before. N ot holding anything back, feeling relaxed and 
dazed, he stared into Yukiko's flushed face. W ith her eyes closed and trying hard to 
suppress her heavy breathing, Yukiko's face looked awfully like his wife^. In reality,
23 Ibid, 262-63.
he was holding Yukiko^ heavy face yet the coursii^  o f his numbed heart wandered 
aim lessly a thousand m iles away. H is heart eagerly desired som ething else 
and Tomioka could do nothing about it.24
The familiarity comes from Yukiko5s being Japanese, but also from Yukiko's re­
semblance to his wife; this provides Tomioka with a certain reassurance that he cannot 
obtain through his frantic search for sexual satisfaction. The long, deep kisses excite 
Yukiko so much that she “impatiently dug into Tomioka’s shoulders with her nails” 
while Tomioka "gradually felt his ardor cool; his passion to take a further action to 
parallel Yukiko’s urgency had already dissipated.” 25
It is ironic that Tomioka, who is known among his colleagues as a model husband 
who writes to his wife faithfully and frequently, is later proved to be a frivolous lout 
who after the w ar abandons his marital obligations and his ailing wife (as well as an 
illegitimate baby in Dalat). Kano, the third member of the romantic triangle, when 
confronted by Tomioka, admits inadvertently that he does have someone he loves back 
in Japan. In a conversation with Tomioka after Tomioka has just returned from a trip, 
the two men carry on an oblique yet suggestive chat:
“Tom ioka-san， anything interesting happened in  Saigon?”
“H ow  could there be anything lik e that•”
“Really?". I don’t believe you .”
“Before you go back to Trangbom， you should make a trip to Saigon and refresh 
yourself•”
“Saigon，hu h?... Haven’t been there for a w hile.” 26
Right after this libidinous exchange, Kano flashed back to his earlier tour of duty 
with 仕le troops in Nanjing: “That gloomy war cast a shadow in his mind. W hat was 
that lake called? The recollection of a hasty sport with a woman on a boat, hidden in 
the dark of night, crept over him like a silhouette on his eyelids/* 27
24 ibid, 268.
25 Ibid, 262-63.
26 Ibid, 261.
27 Ibid, Z62.
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As sexual tensions build, the men are constantly pursuing their next sexual 
encounter; as often as not, they feel let down afterwards. From China to Southeast 
Asia, each hasty sexual interlude is followed by another, as if these men are grasping 
for proof that they are still alive， still sexually potent. The wives and lovers left behind 
are no longer on the map; the men have left Japan and its societal constraints far behind. 
But as the sexual escapades proceed, these men seem to feel more and more confused 
and weak. Yukiko grows bolder and more demanding; Niu, with '*her womanly vigor 
that never knows fatigue，’， 28 makes Ibm ioka somewhat desperate•丁omioka turns to 
the management of the flora which is their mission for a metaphor that captures both 
the personal frustration of these colonial men and， in a larger sense， the colonial enter- 
prise as a whole:
<cPlants do not do w ell unless they  are native to the place. Just look  at the 
Japanese cypress trees that were planted in front o f the Forestry O ffice here in  
D alat,M Tomioka thought to him self, aThe differences in  races are like these plants. 
Plants are rooted in the land o f specific ethnic groups.. .  According to the distribution 
map, there are 35»000 hectares o f pine trees around Dalat. In the confusion o f the 
m om ent, a dull-w itted Japanese forestry officer arrives. H ow is he going to  
able to  decipher these statistics o f a foreign land?...  Just because we th in k  that 
the shape o f the tree, the grain o f the w ood are m agnificent, where are we going to 
sell this great forest o f pines? Aren^ we just outsiders who suddenly marched in  
here to raid som eone else^ treasure, these pine trees that som eone nurtured over so 
many^ears?,>.. .  <cKano and I are in love w ith som ething that is not love. Both o f  
us have lost the robust esprit we had w hea we were in Japan. are gradually 
turning into the Japanese cypress tree, which after being transplanted to the high  
lands o f Dalat, is about to wither away. We have somehow,M Tomioka murmured, 
“fellen victim  to the listlessness o f the South Seas (似》> 知知南洋呆 (十).” 29
These Japanese men are lost in the foreign forests of Southeast Asia, staggered 
at the immensity of the mission they have taken on, worried they will not be able to
28 Ibid, 264.
29 Ibid, 264.
survive away from their accustomed environment. The listlessness of the South is on 
the point of overcoming their imperial purpose, the esprit that led them to venture 
beyond Jap an s  borders and take a hand in creating a greater Japanese empire. It is 
tempting to read into this account the dawning realization that the fortunes of war 
have turned against the empire; certainly Hayashi, writing in 1949, must have seen 
clearly the hubris of Japan trying to administer such distant lands and rule over vastly 
different societies. But whatever the political implications of the story, the theme of 
overreaching, followed by failure, and continuing misfortune is compelling when por­
trayed on the individual level, in the person of Tomioka, whose life deteriorates at an 
accelerating pace. The fate of Japan s women is somewhat different. Yukiko goes to the 
South in search of excitement and adventure，too’ and for her the experience is dis- 
turbing but also liberating. For the first time in her life she is able to transcend the 
gendered hierarchical structure of Japan; instead of serving as a sort of sexual slave 
for her brother-in-law, Sugio, she is now served by Niu, a  woman of a  different ethnicity 
and class. In Japan， she would have been nothing more than a young office lady，un- 
likely to associate socially with bureaucrats like Tomioka or Kano, but in the colonies 
she takes on a different societal identity, as one of the colonizers. From this position of 
privilege as “a woman of their own race，，’ armed with her Japanese female sexuality, 
Yukiko is able to manipulate both men into submitting to her. N ius sexuality, though 
potent enough to captivate Tomioka for a time, is inherently inferior to Yukikos be­
cause it belongs to a native body.
Perhaps not all Japanese women in Vietnam enjoyed such a comfortable situation, 
but for Yukiko the change in lifestyle was profound. In fact, most of Drifting Clouds 
deals with Yukiko s life after she returns to Japan and m ust resume her rather lowly 
and forlorn position within Japanese society. Perhaps because her life there differed so 
markedly from her existence in Japan, Yukiko is troubled by the leisure and liixury she 
enjoyed in Dalat; soon, she fears, the good life will prove ephemeral. This is foreshad­
owed upon Yukiko's arrival in Dalat, when her superior, Makita, asks her:
UI hear that life  in  Japan is getting harder and harder. That sure makes 
th is place look  lik e paradise, doesn’t it?”
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Paradise? Yukiko had never lived a life  lik e this before; she felt that th is 
was even better than paradise, but that in  turn made her uneasy. Her heart was 
overshadowed by an anxious em ptiness， as i f  she had wandered into a rich man’s 
m ansion w hen no one was at h o m e.30
The intoxicating but always tentative feeling of living a life too good to be true 
brings with it a distorted sense of time and place that frustrates Yukiko’s desire to 
accelerate her sexual adventure, to seize the day and live life while it lasts. Her exhila­
ration is always accompanied by a sense of unease and displacement similar to that 
felt by Tomioka, the sense of being a  Japanese cypress in a Vietnamese rainforest.
I have focused in examining this novel on the female protagonist Yukiko and her 
genderized and sexualized encounter with colonialism. Since the narrative was written 
and published a few years after the war, the author Hayashi Fumiko^ disillusioned 
and yet sentimental look at the aftermath of the Japanese colonial conquest through 
Yukiko's eyes has the clarity of hindsight to it. Hayashi5s Drifting Clouds provides a 
detailed and extensive treatment of women and the colony, an account of trilateral 
racial politics involving the West, Japan, and (yellow) Asia, as well as a depiction of a 
(paradisiacal) modernity mediated through colonial interventions.
In contrast to the postwar, postcolonial clarity (with tinges of nostalgia) with 
which Hayashi reads the colonial enterprise, the two authors to be discussed in the 
following section do not have the benefit of twenty-twenty hindsight and their texts 
engage the issues of modernity, female subjectivity and imperialism in a different way.
2 Woman Who Escaped the Colony----- M asugi Shizue
Although Masugi Shizue traveled in Hayashi Fum ikos artistic circle, primarily 
the journal Women s A rt (Nyojin geijutsu she was not as productive or
well-known as Hayashi Fumiko. In particular after the postwar era, Masugi came to be 
known primarily as the mistress of one of the most famous Taisho White Birch School 
writers and an activist for the atomic bomb victims. Her writings gradually lost promi­
nence and rarely have been discussed by literary scholars after the war.
30 Ibid, 254-55.
Masugi Shizue was born in Fukui, Japan, but moved to Taiwan when she was 
still a young girl. Her father was originally an elementary school teacher and later a 
Shinto priest who raised Masugi and her younger sister in a strict environment. Though 
interested in literature (mostly Russian poets and European novels), little was made 
available to Masugi in the remote provincial town where she grew up. After graduat­
ing from jogakko (a girl's school that was equivalent to 6 years of basic education), at 
age 14 Masugi was sent to nursing school in Taichung to train as a nurse. Nursing in 
those days was considered a lowly vocation that no daughter from a good family would 
pursue. The economic troubles plaguing the family must have played a role in the 
decision. Though Masugi kept mum about this aspect of her early life, the skills she 
gained did help provide her with a livelihood while she was trying to re-establish her- 
self in Japan. It also reflects M asugis caring nature, later manifest in her tireless devo­
tion to the atomic bomb victims during the immediate postwar period. Her easy access 
to and knowledge of medicine perhaps also contributed to the drug abuse that plagued 
the last years of her life. While working as a  nurse, she joined a local literary coterie 
and dreamed of becoming a  writer. She had a  brief affair with a  doctor in the hospital 
that provoked her fa thers anger. A t age 17, under severe pressure from her parents, 
Masugi was forced to m arry to a man twice her age. The marriage did not last long; 
Masugi could not endure the boring life of the wife of a train station manager in a 
small town. After putting up with her philandering husband s abuse for several years, 
she finally decided to leave the marriage and escape to Japan in 1922, at the tender age 
of 21.
Life in her new home country was not easy, but Masugi was determined to succeed. 
While working as a nurse, she rekindled her desire to become a writer. Through her 
work as a reporter for the Osaka Daily News (Osaka mainichi shinbun ^  9
聞)， she came into contact with writers and began to socialize with members of the 
local literary scene. This was at the tail end of the period now referred to as “Taish5 
Democracy，” when liberal, modern ideals were greeted with enthusiasm and young, 
Westernized modern girls (mo期 ) and modern boys (mobo) roaming the streets. Though 
the outward-looking, optimistic spirit of Taisho Democracy would soon be displaced 
by the emerging militarism that sought territorial expansion in Manchuria (and later 
China), new roles were appearing for women in the emerging commercial culture, from
waitress in the cafd to dance hall girl， radio broadcaster， and recording songstress. By 
all accounts, Masugi was one of those adventurous, ambitious modern girls, secure in 
her exotic beauty and with a penchant for dazzling displays of fashion sense.
Through an interview she did for the newspaper, Masugi came to know the au- 
thor Mushanok^ji Saneatsu (武者 小 路 實 篤 ， 1885 — 1976), founder of the modern­
ist art and literary movement called the “White Birch School” and the most influen- 
tial writer of the Taish5 period. Later she became his mistress and followed him to 
Tokyo. During the brief time when Masugi was Jiving with Mashanokoji, she became 
part of literary and artistic circles. She was a founding member of Hasegawa Shigure 
(長谷川時雨，1879—1941)Js literary magazine Women s  A rt and socialized frequently 
with other female writers such as Uno Chiyo (宇 野 千 代 ，1897—1996), Enchi Fumiko 
( 円地文子 ， 1905 — 86)， and Yoshiya Nobuko (吉 屋 信 子 ， 1896 — 1973).31 Her short 
stories collections such as “Heart of a Little Fish” (“Kozakana no kokoru” 小魚 〇 二 
二 6 ，1938)32 and “Baby Chicks”（‘'Hinadori” 公 士' ，々1939)33 present her cumula- 
tive works published from the late 1920s to 1930s， her most productive period. Her 
affair ■ with MushanokGji was short-lived She also had a relationship with 狂 much 
younger writer, Nakamura Jihei (中 村 地 平 ，1908—63), and was later married to the 
Akutagawa award-winning historical writer Nakayama Yoshihide (中山義 秀 ， 1900 
〜 69) for several years.
After the war, all her family was repatriated from Taiwan and Masugi was ex­
pected to support them. Her postwar writing career was less glamorous; she wrote 
mostly to earn a living and a woman s magazine called Mirror (Kagami # ：) that she 
founded failed. With her writing career in the doldrums, Masugi dedicated herself to 
helping the victims of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima. She organized a group called 
“Helping the Atomic Bomb Victims”and actively pursued social work and fundraising 
activities for the victims. Another high point of Masugi5s writerly career came when
31 Masugi also published her short stories in other magazines such as GreafHarmony (Da/c如wa 大調 
和)，Creaf/VeMonf/?/y(S5s3/cuge/^an創作月刊） and
3 2 Masugi,“ Kozakana no koko「u ” 小魚(D 匸[ 3  [ “ Heart of a Little Fish” ] (Tokyo: Takemura Shob6, 
1 938). Reprinted in Wnda/ _/bse/ saWoa se/sens/iu ( 近代女性作家精選集[ Se/ected H/or/cs o f Modem 
Women Writers]), vol, 1 7 (Tokyo; Yumani Shobo, 1 999).
33 Masugi, tlH\r)ci6or\" ( T } U E  〇 [ 'Baby Chicks，>])  { Tokyo: Takemura Shobo, 1 939). Reprinted in Kindai 
_/bse/sa/f/ca se/ser?s/?u (近代女性作家精選集[Se/ecfed H/〇r/cs o f Modem l/Vbme/i 断 fers]), vol.1 8 
(Tokyo: Yumani Shobo, 1 999),
she was selected， together with Hino Ashihei (火 野 葦 平 ，1907—60), as the Japanese 
delegates to attend the International Pen Club Conference in Ireland in 1953. By that 
time， Masugi was heavily addicted to painkillers and sleeping pills and exhibited er- 
ratic behavior on the trip. Two years after her return in 1955, cancer ended a ttimultu- 
ous life full of drama.
There is perhaps no other writer, male or female, who prompted the same level of 
hostility from her fellow writers as Masugi Shizue. In the established Japanese literary 
discourse, Masugi is known as a  beautiful b u t shallow and frivolous woman with enor­
mous ambition who realized her goals w ith the help of powerful men in exchange for 
sex* For a writer of her (minor) stature， it is rather amazing to see so many biographi- 
cal accounts written about her. Soon after her death, several biographical novels were 
published. Hino Ashihei depicted her in a  critical light and did not even attempt to 
disguise her identity in The Lonely European Queen (Sabishiki yoroppa no job #  t  J  
3 — 口 y CO女王 ).34 The most extensive treatment of Masugi’s life can be found in
Ishikawa Tatsuzo (石 川 達 三 ，1905—85)'s bio-fiction Floating Grass in Bloom (Hana 
no uk/gtisa 花 0  浮 3 草，1965)35 which set the tone for many similar works that were 
to follow. Iwaya Daiji (嚴 谷 大 四 ， 1915 — ),s Fictional History o f Japanese Women 
Wn'ters btmdansTii 供物語女流文壇史，1979)36 made many accu-
sations concerning her sexual promiscuity and debauchery. Masugi is described as 
“prostiliite-like，” “loose, “vain，” “willful,” and “showy” in this body of scholarship. 
The most recent bio-fiction on Masugi is Woman Writer(Onna bunshi -S r X i ,  1995)37 
by the popular “neo-feminist” writer HayashiM ariko (林真理子  ’ 1954 — )， which 
basically recycles the existing discourse with no new discoveries and little original 
research. The only treatment of Masugi's life to venture a more sympathetic reading is 
Totsugawa Mitsuko (十津川光子 )’s The Notorious Wbman no omia 惡評  〇
-kry 1968).38 Totsugawa interviewed Masugi s family extensively and arrived at a more
34W noAsh}hel The Lonely European Queen( Sabishiki’ ydroppanojod 淋b  芑 3  — 女王}
(Tokyo: ShinchQ January 1 955).
35lshikawaTateuzQ Hana no u吻usa (花①浮芑草[f/oatf叩 Grass/’nS/oom]) (Tokyo: Shinchbsha, 1 965). 
36\w ayaD ^sh\， Monogatari j〇「yi) bundanshi g e (物語女流文壇史. T  [Fictional History o f Japanese 
Women Writers]) (Tokyo: Chuokoronsha, 1 977).
37 Hayashi MarikQ Onnabms/?/ (女文士 [ l/Vbman __fer]) (Tokyo: Shinch^sha, 1 995),
38Totsugawa Mitsuko, onna ( 惡評(D女 [ Ti^e A/ofor/ous IVoman]) (Tokyo: Torami shob5,
1968),
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balanced portrayal of the author. The unrelenting venom expended on this relatively 
unknown writer by some of the most powerful critics in modern Japan, such as 
Kobayashi Hideo (小 林 秀 雄 ，1902 — 83) or Ishikawa Tatsuzo, is surprising. All of 
these accounts, though varied in their approach, agree on one thing: Masugi was a 
beautiful woman and was greatly desired by men. The writer Anzai Atsuko (安西篤
子 ，1927 — ), comparing Masugi to another female w riter------ Uno Chiyo-------who
was also famous for her many affairs with men, asserts that unlike Uno, Masugi was 
weak and vain by nature, thus she could not help but indulge in the refracted glory of 
famous men and finally lost herself.39 Anzai may be right in pointing out Masugi s 
sometimes outrageous behavior, but one detects in all the critical discourse on Masugi 
a cultural and racial gap that reflects the fissure between the metropole and the colony. 
It is clear that the critical assessment of Masugi has heretofore focused on her gender 
rather than on her writings.
All accounts of Masugi stress her upbringing in colonial Taiwan, noting the ex- 
otically dark skin from her exposure to the tropical sun. Initially, men took her easy­
going personality, openness, and lack of pretension as characteristic of someone from 
the southern tropical isles; this added to Masugi s mystique among her social peera 
But after her falling out with Mushanok5ji， the leading writer of his day， the literary 
circle began to shun her and her straightforward personality became a liability Her 
determination to eke out a living as  a writer in the metropole was interpreted as vain 
and blatant am bitioa Her eccentric exoticism， once a blessing, turned into a curse as 
she came to be viewed as a hick from a backwater colony. This early labeling of Masugi 
as a loose woman from the margins of the empire precluded any possibility of her 
being considered a serious writer. The gaze of the male metropole writers toward her 
was eroticized and even her female colleagues' perceptions of her reflect a deep sense 
of ambivalence and anxiety toward this woman from outside.
Masugi was certainly not oblivious to the suspicious gaze cast upon her and she 
dealt with this cultural gap between the modern metropole and the tropical (thus 
primitive) colony in many of her works， including “Baby Chicks”. The protagonist of 
this tale, Shimayo, meets at the 仕ain station a nephew who has come to Japan on a
39See Anzai Atsuko’s/ca/_seteu(解説[postface]) in Hayashi, 女文士 [H/〇man 厂])
school field trip. For most of the children who grew up in the colony Taiwan, this was 
the first time they would have stepped on the soil of their “motherland.” When 
Shimayo saw this group of excited, chattering children, she could not help but notice 
they are “different from the children in (内地 metropole)， the skin of the chil- 
dren has a tinge of blackish yellow.M 40 Shimayo was bemused by the nephew^ guarded, 
yet evidently pleased deportment; musing that the boy was indeed surprised and ut- 
terly confused to see his aunt， who is only a few years older than his own mother looks 
so young，beautiful， and v ibrant The difference is further underscored by a mother 
who served as a chaperon for the trip complaining to Shimayo on her own ugly, sun­
tanned face.41
The surface difference is further elaborated to address the cultural and geographi­
cal gaps between the two places. The children were excited by their first sight of cherry 
blossoms. Shimayo realized that throughout their young lives they had learned about 
cherry blossoms from their textbooks, but having grown up on a subtropical island, 
this was the first time they had ever seen the real thing.42 The subtropical theme is 
illustrated through the pandemonium when they see their first snow and Mount Fuji.
The story is interesting in shedding light on the cultural differences between the 
metropole and the Japanese settler community in the colonies. While it showcases, 
through the fresh eyes of these Japanese children, the vivid excitement of seeing one's 
motherland like a stranger, Masugi is also skillful in capturing the subtle display of 
racial discriminations embedded in the criss-crossing gazes between these two kinds 
of Japanese. Even though Shimayo is Japanese by birth, her youth spent in gaichi
地 colony)------even the mere association with the colony-------served to identify her
as a second class Japanese, less cultured and less sophisticated than those born and 
bred in Japan, and she now saw this same mark on her nephew and his classmatea 
The ambivalence was encapsulated in Shimayo s conflicted views toward this group 
of school children, at times sympathetic and understanding; at other times, with a 
certain bemused contempt. But through it all, she is certainly more aware than anyone
4〇Masugi,“ Hinadori” ( l> ^ i：c!f U [ “ BabyChicks” ]) in K//油 /jbse/_saWfase/sens/?J(近代女性作家精選 
集 [Se/ecfed l/Kor/cs o f Modern Hbmen H//7’ters]), vol. 2 ,1 1 .
41 Ibid, 21,
42 lb id , 1Z-13.
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about her own liminal position. The piece is an excellent example of the author’s self- 
reflexive contemplation of her own in-between-ness.
The title of the story MBaby Chicks^ comes from when Shimayo took her nephew 
shopping and the child was fascinated by a stand selling young chicks. Shimayo was 
eager to buy him one but realized th a t with the ocean in between Tokyo and the colony, 
the chick could not survive the rough journey. Instead, she bought one to take home. 
The story ends with Shimayo mulling over her impending separation from her lover 
Shunkichi. Shunkichi wants to split up because he knows that if his parents find out 
about his affair with a woman from the colonies, they are bound to disown him. Shimayo 
wants desperately to hold on to Shunkichi and in the twilight she imagines that she 
sees the schoolchildren in a long line, with heavy luggage on their backs, exhausted by 
the journey. Shimayo feels that she is as lonely and helpless as the young chick that is 
chasing1 after a bug precariously on wobbly feet.
No other writer during the colonial era was more aware of the gaze of difference, 
be it racial or cultural. Masugi’s alienated experience as a “stranger at home” deep­
ened with each day of her life in the metropole. It was hard for any young woman at 
the time to eke out a life on her own without the backing of family or husband. Masugi s 
struggle was further intensified by* the status gap between naichi and gaichi. A sense 
of rootlessness and a certain anxiety over the perils of existence haunt Masugi5s writ­
ing during the 1930s.
The frustrated insecurity, both emotional and financial, is even more apparent in 
the short story “Heart of a Little F i s h ' The story depicts a young woman, Okaji who 
was forced to separate from her lover, a prestigious writer and art critic from China 
named Chen Suyi (a thinly disguised Mushanokoji), and then m ust sell off their West­
ern art books to keep from starving. Once they would spend hour after hour pouring 
over the exotic images in these luxurious volumes, indulging themselves in an intellec­
tual game of partaking in the Western (thus modern) high art and culture. Using these 
art books, her artist boyfriend had tutored her in Western modern art and culture. It 
was a window through which Okaji could glimpse of the possibilities of the outside 
world. But they also represent the asymmetry of their relationship, an authoritative 
male figure tutoring and mentoring a young and as yet uncoiltured girl from the edge 
of the empire. Masugi^s autobiographical female characters latch on to the male estab-
lishment to attain their dreams of becoming a modem woman and a legitimate writer， 
but the fact is that the normative Japanese society could not accept her as one of their 
own. The transactional nature of the liaison mirrors the chasms between male and 
female gender, between center and periphery. Okaji5s subsequent selling off of her 
hard earned cultural capital (represented by the precious modern Western a rt books) 
for basic physical sustenance attests to the imbalance of power rooted in both her 
gender and geopolitical origin.
Unlike Hayashi Fumiko s female protagonist Yukiko, who had escaped Japan to 
enjoy a more advanced and luxurious western lifestyle， Masugi escaped the remote 
colony to seek the refined metropolitanism of naichi Japan. She achieved initial suc­
cess in her desire to become a moga, but eventually her hopes were dashed by the 
harsh reality between the metropole and the colony. One sees a shift in MasugiJs atti­
tude towards the colony itself. The tropical island she desperately wanted to leave 
behind became an idyllic paradise once the cold reality of the metropole set in. This 
contrasts with the depiction of life in her early I-novelistic works such as The Station 
M aster’s W7fe (ETdcte no wakaici tsuma 驛長①若  $ 妻 ， 1927 ) or The Tomb of the 
Soudi (iVanpd no h a ta  南方  0  墓，1934)， in which her dull life as the wife of a train 
station manager in a little country town prompted her to flee from the colony.43 In her 
earlier works, she portrays her life as morbid, like living in a tomb. But her later writ­
ing on Taiwan begins to take on a tinge of nostalgia. In essays and short stories such 
as uTravelogue to the Soutti'CNanpd k iko ' t^ j the colonial frontier is trans­
formed into a glorious sun-drenched heaven full of joy and abundance. Masugi be­
came the expert on the colony, touting the beauty and charm of the backwater island. 
Its language, its landscape, its people, and its uncomplicated pastoral life are all the 
subjects of her adulation. For a while， she asserted herself as a spokeswoman for the 
colony. This change of heart, from disgust to yearning for the island reflects the am­
bivalence that Masugi, and to a certain degree many expatriate Japanese from the 
colony, felt toward their dual homelands.
Masugi5s experience resembles that of another colonial writer, Nishikawa Mitsuru. 
Nishikawa was also raised in Taiwan and went back to Japan to attend college in his
43 The story was first published in Sakaguchi Ango's literary journal Sakura (®  [Cherry Blossom}) in 
1934. The version used in this article is from Nakajimaand Kawahara 6 (1998): 267-84.
youth. It was in Japan that he realized that Kthere is not an ‘I’ in the landscape of 
Japan.，> However much the children in the colony were indoctrinated into a Japanese 
identity, the geographical, natural, and cultural differences inevitably rendered these 
colonists a separate category of Japanese, in between the real, pure Japanese and the 
colonized natives. It is this awareness of difference, the awkward, indeterminant, in- 
between status that prompted Nishikawa to return to Taiwan, vowing to learn all he 
could about Taiwanese history, customs, folk belief, landscapes， and to devote his lit- 
erature to narrating Taiwan. M asu^iJs experience^ except for the tw ist of gender 
difference, is not much different from that of Nishikawa s. As she herself articulates in 
the essay “Memories of the South Sea”（ “Nankai no kioku” 南海  O 記憶 ):“This 
woman, who had arrived totally infatuated with the metropolis, inescapably carries 
with her the haunting memory of the landscape (of the South Seas). Because that is 
where she came from.”
In the postscript to her short story collection “Heart of a Little Fish’’， writer 
Okada Sadako aptly refers to Masugi as a “lone sojourner in the storm.” Despite the 
public depictions of Masugi as a willful, sexually liberated woman who wanted to 
compete with men on their own turf, her own texts reveal the vulnerability and loneli­
ness of a woman from the margins who got lost in the shuffle of the colonial geopoliti­
cal power dynamics.
3 Woman Who w as Seduced by the Colony----- Sakaguchi Reiko
Masugi s  initial impulse to escape the colony was shared by most expatriate writ­
ers who lived outside of Japan proper. Even the most prominent literary figure of the 
colonial Taiwan, Nishikawa Mitsuru, who owned his own publishing houses, founded 
and edited one of the most im portant literary journals Literary Taiwan and in a sense 
dominated the expatriate literary circle, was constantly making contact with and ges­
turing toward the literary scene in the metropole, soliciting cooperation and comment 
from established w ritera44 One of the most popular columns in every issue of his jour- 
nal was titled “Letters from the M asters”(shoka hdshfn諸家芳信 )，where famous writ-
4 4  Tarumi, 7"a/’_ n  no /V/_/iongo bunga/cu (臺灣(D 日本語文學[T"a/’waneseL/teraWe /VWapanese])1 5_3〇.
ers like Kawabata Yasunari (川 端 康 成 ，1899—1972) contributed their thoughts. The 
colony provided a comfortable livelihood for many: school teachers and policemen got 
hardship pay and their salary could sometimes be double that of those working in the 
metropole. Still, the old prejudice that only those who cannot make it in Japan go to the 
colonies had a  tight hold on most peopled minds. One correlate of this status gap was 
that cultural flows tended to be unilateral, from naichi to gaichi. It is therefore remark­
able that the writer Sakaguchi Reiko bucked the trend, giving up a comfortable life as 
the daughter of a prestigious old family in Kyushu to venture into the backwater of 
colonial Taiwan.
Born in the town of Yachiyo in Kumamoto in 1914 as Yamamoto Reiko, Sakaguchi 
came from a prestigious old family and her father was active in local politics. Her 
mother educated her six children (Sakaguchi being the second oldest daughter) with a 
humanistic and progressive attitude, teaching them from early on that no m atter how 
dirty or crippled an individual is, inside they are not different from anyone else, there­
fore not to be discriminated. Although her mother did not subscribe to any particular 
religion, she sent Sakaguchi and her sisters to a Christian missionary school. Sakaguchi 
was a typical “literary maiden”(bur2ga/〇i s/25_/b文學少女 ) who loved to read  In 1928, 
a t the tender age of 12, her short story “Broken Clock”（ “Kowareta tokei” 二打权广c 
時計) was published in the famous teen magazine Ybur设• Gir/ ’s CJub (Sh^/b kurabu 少 
女少 ， "/)， though under the pen name Nanjo Sayuri for fear of her father’s disapproval. 
After graduating from Kumamoto Women's Normal School, she taught at the local 
elementary school and fell in love for the first time with a colleague. Sakaguchi hesi­
tated to get married because she was sickly from birth and did not think she would live 
to her thirties Soon, her lover married and Sakaguchi suffered a heartbreak that ended 
up opening up a new door for her.
Still recovering from her failed affair, Sakaguchi took a trip to Taiwan in 1938 
and there she met her lifetime partner， a fellow poet named Sakaguchi Takatoshi (坂口 
Against the objections of her family, she returned to Taiwan in 1940 to marry 
him and the colony was her home until the end of the war when she was repatriated to 45
45 Other than the short stories she published when she was a young girl and the short story<，Sumi"( f i  
[ “ Ink” ]) published after her first trip to Taiwan, Sakaguchi’s writings were produced mostly from 1940 to 
the immediate postwar period, For the bibliographic details, see Tarumi, Taiwan no Nihongo bungaku 
( 臺灣(D 日本語文學[ 7"a/ivanese /Jterafure />7 七panese]) 1 30-33.
Japan. In Taiwan, Sakaguchi Reiko s writing career blossomed with the full support 
and encouragement of her husband.45 Sakaguchi published her early works mainly in 
the newspaper Taiwan 臺灣時報 ). This included one of her repre-
sentative novels, The Zheng Family (Tei ikka  Up — 1941), a satire poking fun at the
superficiality of the so-called Imperial Subject policy (Kicwninica seisaicu 皇民彳匕政策) 
as reflected in the three generations of the Zheng family. The gently sardonic tone 
caught the eyes of native writers like Yang Kui and she was invited to join the coterie 
journal Taiwan Literature. Taiwan Literature and the aforementioned Literary Tai­
wan were the two major competing literary magazines in colonial Taiwan. They are 
often pitted against each other as rival groups, with different philosophies on litera­
ture and antagonistic racial relationships. While Literary Taiwan consisted mostly of 
Japanese expatriate writers who were leaning toward romanticism; Taiwan Literature 
was dominantly a nativist group which exalted realism and embraced a sense of so­
cial mission in their writings. The two groups are often depicted as ideologically and 
racially sharply divided and hostile to  each other, but Sakaguchi was a rare example 
of Japanese who were able to work m  harmony with the natxvists.
Perhaps due to her connection with Taiwan Literature and her sympathetic por­
trayal of the native Taiwanese and the aboriginal cultures, Sakaguchi was treated 
relatively kindly by the first post-War critics of colonial literature. For many colonial 
writers, August 15,1945, the day World War II ended for Japan, marked an end to their 
writing career, but Sakaguchi saw it new beginning for a new kind of literature.46 
Hayashi Fumiko died not long after the war in 1951 and Masugi Shizue's postwar 
writing career was limited and unmemorable, dying finally in 1965. Sakaguchi Reiko's 
writing career, by contrast, lasted well into the postwar era. She moved from Kyushu 
to Tokyo, the center of Japanese literary production, and continued to mine her experi- 
ences in the colony for her fiction during the postwar era， joining in the coterie group 
Literst/ (及瓜职女阳^  文學者 ) .Her 1953 novel Baribarfc: Land (Bandii 蕃地 ) won the 
Shincho Literary Award and a decade later, another novel about aboriginal life, The 
TaJe of the AborfgfnaJ Wbman i?opoo (Banib rop5 no haiiasii!■蕃婦口水° 中 〇 話)， was 
nominated for the prestigious Akutagawa Award. Her 1962 work, ^Landscape with a
奶 Qzakl KyOshokum 丨 nchi bungaku no kenky[](舊殖民地文學 O  研究 [S tudy o f Literature o f the Ex- 
colonies]) 21 9.
Cat”(“Neko no irufukei” 描 0 、、 風景 ) and two years later “Wind B u ria r(“Fiis6” 
風葬 ） were again both nominated for the Akutagawa Award. Her postwar focus on 
aboriginal subject matter designated her as a returnee writer from the former colonies 
and the exoticism of the genre still piqued the interest of the postwar Japanese reader. 
However, after 1965, Sakaguchi seems to have exhausted the colonial sources for her 
storytelling and fell into silence as a writer.
Sakaguchi writings can be differentiated from those of other Japanese expatri­
ate writers such as Hamada Hayao in that Sakaguchi was not at all interested in the 
Japanese expatriate community and wrote exclusively about the native culture, always 
with an understated humanism and a sympathetic eye toward the nativea This is surely 
another reason for the relatively high regard she has enjoyed among postcolonial crit­
ics in comparison with Masugi Shizue.47 The comparison is not entirely fair, however, 
since Masugi wrote in the taidition of Japanese “I-nover(sMs/3dseteu 私小說 )， a mode 
of story telling that focuses on the personal. Masugi was not interested in the larger 
social or colonial issues (in fact, it was perhaps the furthest thing from her mind) but 
rather her most private and intimate struggles. Sakaguchi, on the other hand, started 
writing a decade after Masugi and lived under more restrictive colonial governance. In 
particular after the Imperial Subject Literary Movement (Komin bungaku undo _ t ^  
文學運動 ， 1937 — 45) intensified in the early 1940s, all literary production was mobi­
lized to serve national purposea Sakaguchi s writing reflected the times and the con­
straints under which she wrote.
Sakaguchi Reikos writing on Taiwan can be roughly separated into two types of 
narratives, stories about native Han Chinese society and aboriginal talea Sakaguchi 
sees that, though both groups were under Japanese rule, their responses, either resis­
tance or submission, manifested in different ways due to their respective social posi­
tions and cultural traditions. While works on Han Chinese mainly focus on conflicts 
between the Japanese colonial administration and the indigenous Sinitic culture owing 
to differences in language and familial structure, as well as internal conflicts arising 
due to generational difference, her stories on aboriginal subject matters tend to deal
47 For example, Ozaki Hotsuki praises Sakaguchi for her skill in satirizing the em pty「heto「 ic of national 
policy at the time without directly challenging i t  See Ozaki, Kyushokuminchi bungaku no k e n k y u i^  
殖民地文學 0  研究 [Study ofL/ferafure o f f/?e£x-co/on/es]) 1 94-98.
with more fundamental issues such as the biological constitution of the tribe, issues of 
eugenics and Japan’s civilizing mission， as well as the place of the aborigines in the 
larger empire. Taiwanese aboriginal tribes were the original inhabitants on the island 
before the Han settlers and Japanese colonial rulers occupied the island. Japanese at 
the time were fascinated by the quaint and exotic life of this exotic internal other rather 
than the comparatively homogenous East Asian Confucian ciilture that was shared by 
the Han natives and the Japanese. Japan^ modern colonial expansion into other parts 
of Asia was preceded by the taming of the Ainu in the northern territory of Hokkaido 
and annexation of the Ryukyu Islands in the south. For Japanese, who were enthralled 
by their civilizing mission, the aboriginal people in the colony represented a new fron­
tier for transmitting modern civilization and knowledge to the barbaric. Japanese tour­
ists coming from naichi to the colony were obsessed with seeing the wrealM barbarian, 
and reports and fiction on the subject were eagerly consumed by the readers in the 
metropole. Sakaguchi Reiko spent some time living on a reservation，48 so perhaps her 
interest in this genre of story was one way of incorporating her personal experiences, 
but she surely also had taken into consideration the interests of the metropole readers.
I will focus my discussion of Sakaguchi on “Passion Flower” (“Tokeis5” 時計 
a novella written in 1942 that dealt with racial and cultural relationships between 
the Japanese colonizer and the aboriginals. ^Passion Flower>， has a complicated tex­
tual history involving heavy censorship. When it was first published in Taiwan 
Literature, the censorship authority cut 46 pages off the original 48-page manuscript, 
leaving nothing but a skeleton of the narrative. The current version used in discussion 
is a version republished in 1943.49 The narrative centered on a young man named 
Yamakawa Jun, who came from mixed parentage with a Japanese father and an ab­
original mother. Jun's father served as a policeman in the tribal area but returned to
4 8 0 za k l KyiJshokuminchi bungaku no kenkyQ (舊殖民地文學(D 研究 l Study o f Literature o f the Ex- 
coionies]) 232.
49 This version is included in her short story collection Tei ik k a { M ~ M  [ The Zheng Family]) (Tokyo: 
Shimizu shoten, 1 943) 1 83-255, For a detailed textual history of various versions and censorship, 
see Tarumi, Ta/u/an no A//7?ongo bunga/o;(臺灣(D 日本語文學[ Ta/w^ese L/’ferafure /n Vapanese])
1 35-46; and Hoshina Hironobu ( 星名弘修) , “ Shokuminchi no ‘konketsuji’ -------‘naitai kekkon’
no seijgaku” ( 殖民地CD “ 混血兒，’ — “ 內臺結婚”①政治學[ “ Mixed B丨ood”  in the Co丨ony: The 
Politics of “」apanese Taiwanese Marriage” ] ), 7"a/__n no da如a sens<5(臺灣(D “ 大東亞戰爭” 
[ ''The Great East Asian War'1 o f Taiwan]), ed. Fujii Shozo, Tarumi Chie, Huang Yingzhe (Tokyo: 
University of Tokyo Press, 2002) 279.
Japan and remarried when Jun was a young child. Jun s father, Gentaro, arranged two 
marriages for Jun to Japanese women but both marriages failed due to Jun's mixed 
racial identity.
The narrative focuses on a trip Jun took to Japan where he reconciled with his 
father and met with Kinko, a new marriage prospect. Kinko comes from a prestigious 
old family. When we first meet her, her family is putting on their annual traditional No 
play. Kinko has always been resistant to marriage because she fears that the madness 
that plagued her maternal grandmother would be passed down to her offspring. After 
several failed marriage proposals, Kinko is resigned to being alone for the rest of her 
life until the marriage proposal from Jun is brought to her attention. She is fascinated 
by the prospect of marrying Jan While Jun hesitates about whether to m arry another 
Japanese woman, Kinko's cousin Fujiko is also eager to m arry Jun because she just has 
been inspired by the brave tales of the members of the Aboriginal Brigade, who sacri­
ficed themselves for the empire in the South Pacific. The tension of the novel lies in the 
reluctance of Jun, who wants to m arry an aboriginal woman, while the two Japanese 
women compete for his hand. The heightened rhetoric from the women, who are eager 
to play a part in the imperial civilization project, however sincere it may sound, smacks 
of the assimilative speechifying one sees1 so often in the Imperial Subject literature of 
that period.
What saves this novel from being a straight-out work of propaganda is Sakaguchi s 
detailed and sensitive portrayal of Juns painful awareness that his mixed blood is both 
a burden and a blessing. After confronting his father Gentaro over his disinclination to 
m arry Kinko, Jun ponders the passion flower that he brought from the mountains of 
Taiwan and now thrives in his father’s garden in KyQsM， concluding that his Japanese 
heritage can also survive and prosper in the mountains of Taiwan:
The m ost difficult aspect o f his fated role to transm it a drop o f Gentar5，s 
blood from  Jun to  his descendents laid  in the sad loneliness o f m ixed marriage. 
Jun sighed, forlorn [...]  that he could do noth ing about his own blood, w hich  
does not belong to either group, but he also trembled w ith pride to think that he 
w ould be the start o f a new race. The w eightiness o f the responsibility raised his 
spirits to a high point. The w onder and the sadness o f that one drop o f blood
that got mixed in the aboriginal tribe.
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O h, passion flower in th is foreign land, absorb as much as you can o f the 
taste o f this land and spreadyouryines as £u* as you can. Stretch out your life as 
much as possible between heaven and earth. The drop o f blood that fell am ong 
the m ountains w ill be nurtured am ong the aborigines.50
Ironically, Ju n s  name means “pure，” “un tain ted , Jun is ambivalent about his 
hybrid identity, which is both a cause for his melancholy and a source of pride. We 
have no way of knowing what Sakaguchi wrote in her original story of the same title 
since so little of it survived the censors. Even in this toned-down and revised version, 
Sakaguchi refused to follow the straight party line advocating mixed marriage policy 
(zakkon seisaku that the colonial government was promoting so avidly.
Still, it is hard to avoid the propaganda aspect of the narrative, particularly the gradual 
ideological build up in the second half and the dramatic ending that proclaims <([after 
realizing Kinko's determination to help him improve the stock of his people] JunJs 
eyes, retrieving his self from the state of non-self (muga look to the white road
gleaming in the twilight, a road that led to the end of the world, to the beautiful spirit 
of human kind. W"e shall plot our course together， under the command of the emperor!’’51 
Nevertheless, Jun's alignment with the maternal rather than the paternal diverts the 
story from the normal trajectory of Komin literature. Jun s pain comes from his aware­
ness that his father and m other^ union was mostly based on the national policy and 
not love. His existence itself is a result of a tragic historical encounter. Sakaguchi was 
able to create a nuanced character who has the intelligence to cast doubt on the assimi- 
lation policy, rather than a flat character who embraces the ideology unquestioningly. 
Instead of the cliche of being assimilated into the empire, Jun chose to stay with his 
people and dedicate his life to improving their fate. However, this tu rn  to the maternal 
as the resistance (to the paternal and to the empire) will soon be foiled by another
5〇Sakaguchi Reiko,“ Tei ikka /  Shok6” (鄭一家 /  曙光 [ “ The Zheng Family /  Tw iligh t” ]) ,  A//7iod 
shokuminchi bengaku seisenshi! (B  本殖民地文學精選集[Selected Works on Japanese Colonial 
L ite ra tu re ]} ,^ .  37 (Tokyo: Yumani Shobo, 2000) Z44-45.
51 Ibid, 255.
feminine dynamic.
The narrative employs dual points of view, alternately between Jun and Kinko to 
present both sides of the story. Here, the positions of the standard male colonizer 
(representing naic/n) and the colonized female are reversed, resulting in a more
complicated framework than Hayashi Fumiko's EastAVest schema or Masugi's naichi/ 
gaichi dichotomy. The racially and culturally inferior male character and the politi­
cally dominant female character unsettle both the traditional gender dynamic and the 
colonial subject-objective relationship simultaneously. But the novel also offers the 
possibility that something new and strong can be created from this pairing, as seen in 
the metaphor of the passion flower. Within the discursive terrain of the novel, racial 
contradictions are represented by the juxtaposition of the primitive life in the colony 
and the traditional (high) cultural performances (iVo play, yokyoku  i.e. No drama chant­
ing etc.) in the metropole. In this particular case, the domestication of the barbaric and 
the indigenization of the imperial blood (this is the boldest theme Sakaguchis narra­
tive ventures into) are both carried out through female bodies, that of Jun's mother and 
Kinko. Male bodies are injured, disfigured, and lost to the grand scheme of the empire 
through warfare, but female bodies permit the reproduction and renewal of the na­
tional subject. Compared to her contemporary Komin writers, Sakaguchi s biological 
modernism, founded on eugenic premises, provides an optimistic and progressive ra­
cial theory, the lens of postcolonialism reveals its limitations and fraudulent elements.
Ill Conclusion
This article began with some thoughts on the contemporary literary interaction 
(or lack thereof) between Taiwan and Japan and traced this cross-geographical, cross- 
cultural literary interaction back to the colonial period. It sought to explore how gen­
der manifested in the male-dominated colonial discourse and the role modernity played 
in the process of this gendered colonization project. I 仕aced the personal and the liter- 
ary footsteps of three Japanese women writers of the colonial period who shared a 
deep affinity with the colonies， focusing on the site of the female bodies. I have asked 
questions such as: How did they become enmeshed in projects of sovereignty and 
governmentality? How did these women negotiate their paths in the imperium? And
how did these experiences alter their outlook on the feminine, the physical, and the 
geopolitical?
The engagement of all the female characters with colonialism involves to various 
degrees the transformation of the female body into a national subject. Hayashi's Yukiko 
participates collusively in the expanding project of colonial libido; Masugi's female 
characters bridge the colony and the metropole with their own sexualized bodies while 
the bodies of Kinko and 】un’s mother in Sakaguchi’s tale were mobilized to become 
objects of containment for both colonials and nationalists. Their bodies thus became 
sites for the cons仕uction of a colonial nationhood. These intrepid women， some heroic， 
some audacious, some more than others aware of their complicity in the imperial 
mission, zigzag across the empire and leave behind testimony that was elided from the 
official records of military, economic and political history.
One of the barometers of modernity is mobility. Through both the newly in­
vented industrial creations of trains and automobiles and the quickened pace of mod­
ern modes of communication such as the postal system, telegram, and telephone, the 
distance between geographical areas and cultures was artificially shortened and the 
flow of ideas facilitated. The modern female subjectivity in these tales awakens to the 
possibility of an independent self, a free-willed individual who can travel at will inside 
the empire without the cumbersome burdens of tradition and familial constraints. Co- 
lonial women w riters5 mobility and newly gained freedom tacitly endorsed the impe­
rial enterprise which physically and geographically liberated them. In other words, 
their liberation is a two-edged blade， with their personal fulfillment came at the ex- 
pense of colonization of others. In other words, their empowerment derives from their 
complicity in the imperial project. Hayashi Fumiko^s depiction of the colony in Indo- 
China sets the tone for the women’s ambivalence toward the colonial enterprise. Like 
Yukiko, they are tacitly aware of their complicit role in the imperial project yet never­
theless revel in the new and exciting experiences made possible by modernity and its 
attendant individual freedom. Hayashi's work also brings in the racial aspect of the 
East-West dichotomy, an issue that Japan had grappled with ever since the beginning 
of its modernizing era in the mid-19th century.
Unlike Yukiko, Masugi Shizue's female characters seek solace and liberation not 
in the remote colony but in the metropole, but they are equally defeated by the racialized
gaze of their own people. The colonial trajectory taken by Sakaguchi’s characters is a 
bit different. For them, modernity is not something one seeks to achieve but rather an 
attained grace that is rvow to be distributed to  the lesser peoples. Sakaguchi's charac­
ters search for liberation and redemption in the most distant (both culturally and racially) 
frontier land; they undertake the modern mission of assimilating the savages and 
making them if not true Japanese, Japanized hybrids.
The three writers provide us with three different, overlapping and intersecting 
orientations of gaze toward the colony and the metropole， each suited to their interpre- 
tations of “modernity” and the trajectory of their personal journeys. The centrifugal 
(i.e. Masugi Shizue) and centripetal (i.e. Sakaguchi Reiko) orientations denote the dis­
crepancy between the colony and the metropole. Hayashi Fumiko s voyage to a sup­
posedly backward colony that was more cosmopolitan than the metropole due to its 
hypercoloniality renders the abstract dichotomies like “E ast” vs “W est” and 
“仕aditional” vs “modem” ineffectual and illustrates a coeval yet unequal modernity， 
revealing that not all in the empire have equal access to modernity.
Modern East Asian literature has its roots in Western modernity, is shaped by a 
仕ansversal of anti-colonial nationalism， and finally results in a still on-going negotia- 
tion between the essence of national literature and the onslaught of global cultural 
forces. With the empire fractured into its constituent nation-states, each reverting to 
its native language, each national literature constructs and nurtures its own colonial 
memory and postcolonial discursive topography. That is why the journal Shincho's 
endeavor into creating el cross-strait literary dialogue between Japan and its ex-colony 
is timely and significant. This intercultural space, both international and transnational, 
reminds us that the imagination of the global is one continuum and requires a sus- 
tained trafficking in ideas for cross-fertilization.
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